Mining and Resources sector
Chef Manager various sites Western Australia over 5 years
Kitchen Design equipment specification multiple WA/QLD/PNG
Kitchen facility Audits for mining and catering clients
Trouble shoot, recover and noncompliant projects
Project capability consulting, Budget estimation
Project management and procurement

Notable Projects:
-

Itcthys LNG Howard Springs NT

-

Multiple Surat Basin villages QLD

Working with and for:
-

Adani Mining

-

Altitude Construction

-

Arkistruct

-

Ausco

-

AECOM

-

Austral ian Base Camps

-

Ark Modular

-

Base Chinchilla

-

Campac

-

Core A rchi tecture

-

Cornerstone

-

Dem il

-

Fluor

-

FK G

-

Hutchinsons

-

JP Corp

-

Lang O’Rourke

-

McNab

-

Minpac

-

Mirvac

-

Nom ad

-

Oil Search

-

Podular

-

QGC

-

Santos

-

SBS Constructions

-

Scanvog en Mobile

-

Spotless

Multiple kitchen, food service designs and consulting in conjunction also as
primary design consultant with or for the clients listed to the left, primarily
dates circa 2006-2015.
Most notable is the Howard Springs village catering for up to 3000 persons,
the dining room, tavern and facilities setting a new benchmark standard that
has followed since.
During the Surat basin boom, I worked on designs that were implemented by
many of the builders for the villages that built in that time. The challenging
part during this time was the volume of projects coming online all at the
same time, multiple projects were managed and at the same time. Designs
catered for sites from 30 man sites to 450+.
Importantly in this sector is solid awareness and ability to correctly allocate
storage requirements, catering workflows, food safety and hygiene principles
and simple design features that take away the institutional feeling that is
often associated with catering in the resource sector.
Many of my design features are used and copied in the industry today
modular buffets, separate cooking/serving zones, safe simple production
work flows and attention to the small details in design and specification that
actually have a large impact on the final product from both the operators
point of view and the end users.
With a trade background of actually having to cook and operate remote
camps kitchens of various capacities I have a unique ability of understanding
the actual operation from the end users perspective along with the
challenges involved in construction transport and logistics involved in remote
operations.
Unusual projects include emergency project management and solutions
required to repair incorrectly specified ordered and built facilities (imported!)
for Adani’s first camp, turning the project around from a not fit for purpose
unable to be operated to compliant and operational within two weeks.

